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Three Open Problems in Computational Historical
Linguistics
Despite a period of almost two decades in which quantitative approaches in historical linguistics
have been increasingly used, gaining constantly more popularity even among predominantly qualitatively oriented linguists, we ﬁnd many problems in the ﬁeld of computational diversity linguistics,
which have only sporadically been addressed. In the talk, I will present a previously published list
of 10 problems I personally deem important for historical linguistics, quickly explaining why I think
that these problems are not solved yet, why they are hard to solve, but why I have conﬁdence that
they might be solved in the nearer or farer future. I will then pick three speciﬁc problems (automatic
morpheme detection, automatic borrowing detection, and automatic induction of sound laws), and
present initial strategies for their solution using interdisciplinary and algorithmic approaches which
rely closely on existing strategies in classical approaches to historical language comparison.

1 Introduction
1.1 Problems
When working every day on very detailed scientiﬁc problems, one always runs danger of loosing track
of the broader challenges of one’s ﬁeld. That these challenges exist, and that we often still lack suﬃcient
answers to certain problems becomes speciﬁcally clear when listening to the questions which laypeople
or scientists from other ﬁelds ask with respect to one’s area of expertise. In linguistics, for example,
people are usually very surprised that the question of how language evolved the ﬁrst time, the question
regarding the origin of language, has been oﬃcially banned from the agenda of linguistics already in the
19th century, in the often-quoted statuts of the Société de Linguistique de Paris:
La Société n’adment aucune communication concernant, soit l’origine du langage, soit la
création d’une langue universelle. “
( Statuts” 1871: III)
That there are in fact good reasons to avoid these questions becomes obvious when having a look
at the large amount of speculative accounts on the origin of language, ranging from Herder’s 1778 onomatopoetic speculation of early human beings running through the woods and imitating the sounds of
the things surrounding them, or to recent mystic accounts, which have so far been ignored by a larger
public:
The Proto-Sapiens grammar was so simple that the sporadic references in previous paragraphs have essentially described it. The prime importance of sound symbolism for the people of nature should be noted again before we further detail that the vowel“E”was felt as
indicating the“yin”element, passivity, femininity etc., while“O”indicated the“yang”element, activeness, masculinity etc.;“A”was neutral or spiritual, indicating things conceived
by the mind and emotions rather than with the physical senses. (Papakitsos and Kenanidis
2018: 8)
But at times, we may forget that there are valid problems in our ﬁeld which we do not address,
because we focus too much on the hard problems of the mainstream, or on tiny problems for which we
know we might never ﬁnd a suﬃcient answer. These problems may become evident when talking with
laypeople, who may at times simply ask a question that would appear silly for a trained linguist. An
example for such a question is the number of words that a language disposes of. While this sounds
silly for linguists at the ﬁrst sight, the question is in fact important for our science in multiple ways. It is
important for the ﬁeld of didactics, where it could help us to provide more eﬃcient lessons on the most
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important words, it is important for historical linguistics, as it would allow us to measure how many of the
words we can actually trace back in history, and it would be important for cognitive research, as it would
allow us to assess the amount of information individuals can make use of when speaking.
In a paper on similarities between linguistic and biological evolution, we circumvented the question
by giving a simple assessment on the words one needs in order to reach a level of proﬁciency according
to diﬀerent didactic studies (List 2016). But in the same year, Brysbaert et al. (2016) proposed a way to
measure the amount of words that an English speaking person knows:
Based on an analysis of the literature and a large scale crowdsourcing experiment, we estimate that an average 20-year-old native speaker of American English knows 42,000 lemmas
and 4,200 non-transparent multiword expressions, derived from 11,100 word families. (ibid.:
1)
As a historical linguist, I would personally be interested to which degree the estimate of Starostin
“
( Sravnitelŉo-istoričeskoe jazykoznanie i leksikostatistika”), which says that every language has about
1000 roots which reﬂect its ancestry, holds cross-linguistically, and how much variation we could expect
when comparing the languages of the world.

1.2 Hilbert and Hilpert Problems
At the and of the last year, inspired by a discussion I had with students who asked me about the biggest
challenges for computational historical linguistics, I decided to sit down and make a short list of tasks
that I consider challenging, but of which I think that they could still be solved some time in the nearer or
further future.
The idea to make such a list of questions is not new to mathematicians, who have their well-known
Hilbert Problems, proposed by David Hilbert in 1900 (published in Hilbeert 1902). In linguistics, I ﬁrst
heard about them from Russell Gray, who himself was introduced to this by a talk of the linguist Martin
Hilpert, who gave a talk on challenging questions for linguistics in 2014, called “Challenges for 21st century linguistics”. Russell Gray since then has emphasized the importance to propose “Hilbert” questions
for the ﬁelds of linguistic and cultural evolution, and has also presented his own big challenges in the
past.
Due to my methodological background, the problems I identiﬁed and assembled are by no means
big and in some sense also not necessarily extremely challenging (at least on ﬁrst sight). Instead, the
problems I decided for, when being asked, are problems I would like to see tackled, since I think they
could help us to further advance our knowledge indirectly, by giving us the possibility to use the solutions of the problems to then answer deeper question on problems in historical linguistics in speciﬁc and
diversity linguistic in general. One further aspect of the problems that I selected is that these challenges
can all be solved by algorithms or workﬂows. Even when being “small” in some sense, this does not
mean, of course, that these problems are not challenging in the big sense. It also does not automatically
mean that they can be solved in the near future. But given that the work in the ﬁeld of computational and
computer-assisted language comparison, progresses steadily, at times even at an impressive paste, I
have some trust that these problems will indeed be solvable within the next 5-10 years.

2 Ten open problems for historical linguistics
When writing down my ten open problems for computational diversity linguistics, I announced this in
a blog post with the blog The genealogical world of phylogenetic networks, edited by David Morrison
(http://phylonetworks.blogspot.com/), in January, with the plan of discussing each of the
problems in detail in monthly blog posts throughout the year. So far, three problems have already been
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prepared, with two being oﬃcially published (Automatic borrowing detection, List 2019, Automatic morpheme detection, List 2019).
The 10 problems, which are listed in Table 1 can be further classiﬁed into three diﬀerent groups,
which roughly correspond to three diﬀerent categories important for research in general, namely modeling, inference, and analysis. This trias, inspired by Dehmer et al. (2011: XVII), follows the general idea
that scientiﬁc research in the historical disciplines usually starts from some kind of idea we have about
our research object (the model stage), and based on which we then apply methods to infer the phenomena in our data (the inference stage). Having inferred enough examples for the phenomenon, we can
then analyze it qualitatively or quantitatively (the analysis stage) and use this information to update our
model.
The ﬁrst group in my list of problems deals with questions of inference, including the detection of
morpheme boundaries (# 1), the induction of sound laws (# 2), the detection of borrowings (# 3), and
phonological reconstruction (# 4). What all these problems have in common is that they deal with inference in the sense described above, in so far as they start from linguistic data in some speciﬁc form, and
the task is to ﬁnd speciﬁc patterns in the data, which have not been annotated in the data beforehand.
The second group of problems deals with questions of modeling, including the simulation of lexical change, i.e., the design of consistent models that describe how the lexemes of a language change
over time, the simulation of sound change, i.e., the simulation of the sound-change process by which
sounds in a language change in dependence of the context in which they occur, and the statistical proof
of language relatedness. While the simulation problems are clear problems of modeling, given that a
simulation requires a model to be then applied to some artiﬁcial or existing datasets, the statistical proof
or language relationship is a speciﬁc case, since it requires a model of language relatedness in order
to test this model against a random model in which languages are thought to be unrelated. While there
are numerous attempts in the literature to come up with a convincing statistical model to prove genetic
relationship (Baxter and Manaster Ramer 2000, Kassian et al. 2015, Kessler 2001, Mortarino 2009,
Ringe 1992), none of the attempts which have been proposed so far deals with lexical comparisons
in all their complexity. Either, scholars only compare initial consonants with each other (Kessler 2001,
Ringe 1992), or they resort to sound classes (Baxter and Manaster Ramer 2000, Kassian et al. 2015),
and even if scholars compute random models for whole alignments of potentially related words (List
2014), they have the problem of not accounting for the factor of closeness due to borrowing.
The last group of problems all have typology in their title, and belong to the class of analysis problems, dealing with the analysis of semantic change, semantic promiscuity, and sound change. What
is meant by typology in this context is a data-driven estimate of the overall cross-linguistic frequency of
these phenomena. Since we lack consistent accounts on the general tendencies of these processes and
phenomena when excluding areal and genetic factors, the task is simply to come up with a consistent
estimate on each of them. While semantic change and sound change are probably self-explaining in this
context, the question of semantic promiscuity deserves some more attention. What is essentially meant
by this term is the degree to which certain words, due to their original meanings, are re-used or re-cycled
in the human lexicon. While the term promiscuity has been used before in other contexts in linguistics,
the speciﬁc usage of promiscuity to denote what one could also call semantic productivity or concept
productivity was ﬁrst proposed in List et al. (2016), where biological and linguistic processes were consistently compared with each other, and semantic promiscuity was identiﬁed as a phenomenon similar
to domain promiscuity in protein evolution in biology, with an explicit analogy being identiﬁed between
the processes of word formation in linguistics and protein assembly in biology (ibid.: 5). For further
elaborations of the concept of semantic promiscuity, compare List (2018) and Schweikhard (2018).
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1
2
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7
8
9
10

Problem
automatic morpheme segmentation
automatic sound law induction
automatic borrowing detection
automatic phonological reconstruction
simulating lexical change
simulating sound change
statistical proof of language relatedness
typology of semantic change
typology of semantic promiscuity
typology of sound change

2019-03-26
Class
inference
inference
inference
inference
modeling
modeling
modeling
analysis
analysis
analysis

Table 1: 10 problems of computational diversity linguistics

3 Computer-assisted strategies for problem solving
3.1 Computer-Assisted Language Comparison
The use of computer applications in historical linguistics is steadily increasing. With more and more data
available, the classical methods reach their practical limits. At the same time, computer applications are
not capable of replacing experts’ experience and intuition, especially when data are sparse. If computers cannot replace experts and experts do not have enough time to analyse the massive amounts of
data, a new framework is needed, neither completely computer-driven, nor ignorant of the assistance
computers aﬀord. Such computer-assisted frameworks are well-established in biology and translation.
Current machine translation systems, for example, are eﬃcient and consistent, but they are by no means
accurate, and no one would use them in place of a trained expert. Trained experts, on the other hand, do
not necessarily work consistently and eﬃciently. In order to enhance both the quality of machine translation and the eﬃciency and consistency of human translation, a new paradigm of computer-assisted
translation has emerged (Barrachina et al. 2008: 3).
Following the idea of computer-assisted frameworks in translation and biology, a framework for
computer-assisted language comparison (CALC) could be the key to reconcile classical and computational approaches in historical linguistics. Computational approaches may still not be able to compete
with human experts, but when used to pre-process the data with human experts systematically correcting the results, they can drastically increase both the eﬃciency and the consistency of the classical
comparative method.
The basic idea behind computer-assisted as opposed to computer-based language comparison is
to allow scholars to do qualitative and quantitative research are done at the same time. In order to allow
scholars to do this, data must always be available in machine- and human-readable form. Figure 1
shows a tentative workﬂow for the CALC framework, in which data is constantly passed back and forth
between computational and classical linguists.
Three diﬀerent aspects are essential for this workﬂow:
(a) New software allows for the application of transparent methods which increase the accuracy and
the application range of current methods and also treat the peculiarities of speciﬁc language families (like, e.g., Sino-Tibetan).
(b) Interactive tools provide an interface between human and machine, allowing experts to correct
errors and to inspect the automatically produced results in detail.
(c) Speciﬁc data is used to test and train the software algorithms.
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Figure 1: Basic idea of data managment within the CALC framework.

3.2 Machine learning and black boxes
An alternative to computer-assisted approaches in historical linguistics would be pure computational
approaches. As I have tried to argue before, these purely automatic approaches tend to lag behind human analyses, as they lack the accuracy and the ﬂexibility of human judgments. Proponents of machine
learning techniques often argue that human judgment is similarly problematic, pointing to problems in
inter-annotator agreement, or situations in which machines are now better than humans, such as the Go
game (Silver et al. 2016). Interestingly, in computational historical linguistics, the superiority of purely
computer-based approaches has still not been convincingly proven. Thus, in tests on the task of automatic cognate detection, methods based on machine-learning paradigms, such as support vector machines (Jäger 2018), neural networks (Rama 2016), or generally unsupervised approaches (Rama et al.
2017) have so far not shown to clearly outperform the more “hand-crafted” algorithms, which make use
of intuitive linguistic knowledge (Rama et al. 2018).
In my opinion, the major reason why pure machine-learning approaches have problems in detecting
the signal that trained linguists detect easily in linguistic datasets is that these methods follow the big data
paradigm, which is essentially useless when working with data in historical linguistics. The idea that one
can solve all problems, without spending too much time to thinking about their proper solutions, if one
only has enough data, is very wide-spread among computer scientists who work with neural networks
or Bayesian inference. Unfortunately, the big data promise stands and falls with the availability of big
data, and big data is essentially not existent in historical linguistics.
Another problem resulting from the big data paradigm is that it does not seek to search for scientiﬁc
solutions to a given problem, i.e., by telling us the major processes involved in language change, but
instead normally uses annotated data (for example, images of horses) to train a certain model (so that it
recognizes a horse if it appears on an image) and then apply them to real data. This framework is useful
in speciﬁc tasks that are too tedious to be carried out by humans, such as face recognition, the automatic
detection of certain kinds of content when people upload pictures on social networks, or to spy on people
in general. The framework, however, does not work when it comes to solving real questions that drive
scientiﬁc research. In our research we do not only want to know, whether a given image is a cat or not,
but we also want to know what makes cats diﬀerent from dogs, that is, we also want to determine the
gestalt of a phenomenon
One could argue that a machine-learning-based method that could detect borrowed words, for example, would already be good enough: it could help us to ﬁnd more borrowings, and then follow the
outline of modeling, inference, and analysis to increase our knowledge. But the problem is that most of
the sophisticated frameworks still royally fail when it comes to addressing tasks in historical linguistics,
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and the reason lies in the fact, that the scholars usually believe in machine learning as an easy shortcut
to achieve inference without spending too much time to think about a given model. What I call a model in
this context is usually called feature design or feature engineering in the context of machine learning (see
Round 2017, who introduces a linguistic notion on the concept), and although it is not often stated in the
literature, it is clear that even with the most sophisticated approaches, there is still a deﬁnite need in our
research to spend some time on thinking how to model our data, in order to come up with a convincing
solution.
One of the promises of deep learning is that it vastly simpliﬁes the feature-engineering process by allowing the model designer to specify a small set of core, basic, or “natural” features, and letting the trainable neural network architecture combine them into more meaningful higher-level features, or representations. However, one still needs to specify a suitable
set of core features, and tie them to a suitable architecture. (Goldberg 2017: 18)
Unfortunately, the aspect of feature design, i.e., the careful modeling of the processes we want to
investigate, is ignored in most machine learning approaches that have been proposed so far (or it is in fact
not ignored, but its role is played down in the description). This reﬂects the tendency of scholars to dream
of a shortcut that would allow them to infer something spectacular without doing the actual work in trying
to ﬁgure out what the process at hand actually does. In addition, there is a strong misunderstanding
among non-linguists who work in the area of linguistics, as they often criticize that the use of strong
models would bias the analyses and render them less objective, but they misunderstand here, that being
objective does not require to be naive.
The problem of the engineering attitude behind most machine learning approaches (“get the job
done, don’t care how”) is reﬂected in the success of the AlphaGo system (Silver et al. 2016). Since we
do not know why trained models make the decisions they make, we have no way to learn from them,
and for this reason, humans are now considering to investigate how the AlphaGo system plays the Go
game in order to learn from it. Furthermore, since the models in many areas, for example in automatic
translation, but also in cognate detection, are trained on human annotations, the “objective” extraction of
the most successful feature weights may as well reﬂect common human bias rather than scientiﬁc truth.
Scientiﬁcally, a machine that tells us if two words are related or not is of no direct value if we’re interested
in the deeper question of how we can prove word relatedness (it may be useful for other studies, but it
does not solve overarching scientiﬁc questions).
The black box problem is most prominently reﬂected in the detection of Lapuschkin et al. (2016), who
could show that algorithms which are trained on the wrong data, may only seemingly yield good results,
while they base their classiﬁcations on wrong aspects of the data, such as, for example, a copyright
sign on the bottom of training images, which helped to recognize a horse, when all training data came
from the same provider. Trusting black box machine learning approaches blindly is always dangerous,
and some even say it might lead a future crisis in science (Ghosh 2019). When using untransparent
automatic methods for inference – be it in historical linguistics or any other science – we need to be
aware of the fact that we always run the risk of erroneous estimates on a large scale.

3.3 Basic aspects of computer-assisted problem solving
The framework for computer-assisted problem solving which I try to pursue in my own research and
which I try to propagate does not neglect the possibility of using machine-learning techniques to tackle
speciﬁc problems, but it does also not necessarily require that they be used exclusively. We do not
naively accept machine learning solutions, but start instead from a careful inspection of the problems
we actually want to solve. In many cases, a complex solution involving neural networks or Bayesian
inference techniques may actually not be needed, since there are smart heuristics, or even complete
solutions that do not require any stochastic component. In the same way in which we would not use a
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Figure 2: Mistaking copyright marks as being characteristic for horses (from Lapuschkin et al. 2016).
machine learning method to tackle the problem of multiplication, it is futile to have an algorithm searching
for sound correspondences without any underlying model of sequence comparison or alignments.
That does not mean that machine learning solutions should be excluded per se, and in fact, many of
the algorithms for cognate detection, which scholars call supervised or based on linguistic knowledge,
make use of classical techniques, like random works, in speciﬁc stages of their workﬂow. But the decision when to use a speciﬁc technique is usually always based on some explicit reasoning that takes
the phenomenon to be investigated into account, as well as the existing qualitative solutions that were
developed within the ﬁeld itself, and actual solutions in computer science or similar disciplines, such as
bioinformatics, which are consulted to provide inspiration for possible solutions.
The current strategy, which has been applied to propose automatic solutions for various aspects
of historical linguistics (List 2014, List 2019) starts from a detailed investigation (also in collaboration
with experts on the topic) of the existing qualitative solutions to a given problem in historical linguistics.
As a second step, we try to describe the task in a clear way, by naming explicitly the input data and
the output data we expect from the automatic method. We then try to model the process, while at the
same time being prepared to further modify the requirements regarding the input data. The solution for
the problem is then sought by looking at neighboring disciplines and topics, speciﬁcally graph theory,
sequence comparison techniques in computer science and bioinformatics, in order to come up with a
solution to the problem.
An example for a problem solved in this way was the handling of sound correspondence patterns
across multiple languages. After a careful data modeling involving multiple sequence alignments as input
data, we realized that the problem could be modeled as the well-known clique cover problem (Bhasker
and Samad 1991), for which an approximate solution exists (Welsh and Powell 1967). Based on this
solution, we then designed an algorithm that essentially searches for sound correspondence patterns
across multiple languages and presents the results in an interactive framework (List 2019).

4 Three problems in computational historical linguistics
4.1 Automatic morpheme segmentation
The ﬁrst task on my list of 10 open problems in computational diversity linguistics deals with morphemes,
that is, the minimal meaning-bearing parts in a language. A morpheme can be a word, but it does not
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have to be a word, since words may consist of more than one morpheme, and —depending on the
language in question —may do so almost by default.
The task of automatic morpheme segmentation is thus a pretty straightforward one: given a list
of words, potentially along with additional information, such as their meaning, or their frequency in the
given language, try to identify all morpheme boundaries, and mark this by adding dash symbols where
a boundary has been identiﬁed.
4.1.1 Background on proposed methods
One may ask why automatic identiﬁcation of morphemes should be a problem —and some people commenting on my presentation of the 10 open problems last month did ask this. The problem is not unrecognized in the ﬁeld of Natural Language Processing, and solutions have been discussed from the
1950s onwards (Benden 2005, Bordag 2008, Hammarström 2006, Harris 1955, see also the overview
by Goldsmith et al. 2017).
Roughly speaking, all approaches build on statistics about n-grams, i.e., recurring symbol sequences
of arbitrary length. Assuming that n-grams representing meaning-building units should be distributed
more frequently across the lexicon of a language, they assemble these statistics from the data, trying to
infer the ones which ”matter”. With Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus 2005, there is also a popular family of
algorithms available in form of a very stable and easy-to-use Python library (Virpioja et al. 2013). Applying and testing methods for automatic morpheme segmentation is thus very straightforward nowadays.
4.1.2 Problems of current solutions

The issue with all of these approaches and ideas is that they require a very large amount of data for
training, while our actual datasets are small and sparse, by nature. As a result, all currently available
algorithms fail graciously when it comes to determining the morphemes in datasets of less of 1,000
words.
Interestingly, even when having been trained on large datasets, the algorithms still commit surprising errors, as can be easily seen when testing the online demo of the Morfessor software for German
(https://asr.aalto.fi/morfessordemo/). When testing words like auftürmen “pile up”, for example, the algorithm yields the segmentation auf-türme-n, which is probably understandable from the
fact that the word Türme “towers” is quite frequent in the German lexicon, thus confusing the algorithm;
but for a German speaker, who knows that verbs end in -en in their inﬁnitive, it is clear that the auftürmen
can only be segmented as auf-türm-en.
If I understand the information on the website correctly, the Morfessor algorithm oﬀered online was
trained with more than 1 million diﬀerent word forms in German. Given that in our linguistic approaches
we can usually dispose of 1,000 words, if not less, per language, it is clear that the algorithms won’t
provide help in ﬁnding the morphemes in our data.
To illustrate this, I ran a small test on the Morfessor software, using two datasets for training, one big
dataset with about 50000 words from Baayen et al. (CELEX), and one smaller dataset of about 600 words
which I used as a cognate detection benchmark when writing my dissertation List (2014). I then used
these two datasets to train the Morfessor software and then applied the trained models to segment a list of
10 German words (see https://gist.github.com/LinguList/04bba6d97595d7e474ab109a639fecce
for data and code).
The results for the two models (small data and big data) as well as the segmentations proposed by
the online application (online) are given in the table below (with my own judgments on morphemes given
in the column word).
The results for the two models (small data and big data) as well as the segmentations proposed by
the online application (online) are given in the table below (with my own judgments on morphemes given
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in the column word).

Figure 3: Results of the small test of the Morfessor software.
What can be seen clearly from the table, where all forms deviating from my analysis are marked
in red font, is that none of the models makes a convincing job in segmenting my ten test words. More
importantly, however, we can clearly see that the algorithm’s problems increase drastically when dealing
with small training data. Since the segmentations proposed in the Small data column are clearly the
worst, splitting words in a seemingly random fashion into letters.
What is interesting in this context is that trained linguists would rarely fail at this task, even when all
they were given is the small data list for training. That they do not fail is shown by the numerous studies
where linguistic ﬁeldworkers have investigated so far under-investigated languages, and quickly ﬁgured
out how the morphology works.
4.1.3 Why is morpheme segmentation diﬃcult?
What makes the detection of morpheme boundaries so diﬃcult, also for humans, is that they are inherently ambiguous. A ﬁnal -s can mark the plural in German, especially on borrowings, as in Job-s, but it
can likewise mark a short variant of es “it”, where the vowel is deleted, as in ist’s “it’s”, and in many other
cases, it can just mark nothing, but instead be part of a larger morpheme, like Haus ”house”. Whether
or not a certain substring of sounds in a language can function as a morpheme depends on the meaning
of the word, not on the substring itself. We can —once more —see one of the great diﬀerences between
sequences in biology and sequences in linguistics here: linguistic sequences derive their “function” (i.e.
their meaning) from the context in which they are used, not from their structure alone.
If speakers are no longer able to clearly understand the morphological structure of a given word,
they may even start to change it, in order to make it more “transparent” in its denotation. Examples for
this are the numerous cases of folk etymology, where speakers re-interpret the morphemes in a word,
with English ham-burger as a prominent example, since the word originally seems to derive from the city
Hamburg, which has nothing to do with ham.
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4.1.4 How humans ﬁnd morphemes
The reasons why human linguists can relatively easy ﬁnd morphemes in sparse data, while machines
cannot, is still not entirely clear to me (i.e. humans are good at pattern recognition and machines are not).
However, I do have some basic ideas about why humans largely outperform machines when it comes
to morpheme segmentation; and I think that future approaches that try to take these ideas into account
might drastically improve the performance of automatic morpheme segmentation methods.
As a ﬁrst point, given the importance of meaning in order to determine morphemic structure, it seems
almost absurd to me to try to identify morphemes in a given language corpus based on a pure analysis
of the sequences, without taking their meaning into account. If we are confronted with two words like
Spanish hermano “brother” and hermana “sister”, it is clear —if we know what they mean —that the
-o vs. -a most likely denotes a distinction of gender. While the machines compare potential similarities
inside the words independent of semantics, humans will always start from those pairs where they think
that they could expect to ﬁnd interesting alternations. As long as the meanings are supplied, a human
linguist —even when not familiar with a given language —can easily propose a more or less convincing
segmentation of a list of only 500 words.
A second point that is disregarded in current automatic approaches is the fact that morphological
structures vary drastically among languages. In Chinese and many South-East Asian languages, for
example, it is almost a rule that every syllable represents one morpheme (with minimal exceptions being
attested and discussed in the literature). Since syllables are again easy to ﬁnd in these languages, since
words can often only end in a speciﬁc number of sounds, an algorithm to detect words in those languages
would not need any n-gram statistics, but just a theory on syllable structures. Instead of global strategies,
we may rather have to use for local strategies of morpheme segmentation, in which we identify diﬀerent
types of languages for which a given algorithm seems suitable.
This brings us to a third point. A peculiarity of linguistic sequences in spoken languages is that
they are built by speciﬁc phonotactic rules that govern their overall structure. Whether or not a language
tolerates more than three consonants in the beginning of a word depends on its phonotactics, its set
of rules by which the inventory of sounds is combined to form morphemes and words. Phonotactics
itself can also give hints on morpheme boundaries, since they may prohibit combinations of sounds
within morphemes which can occur when morphemes are joined to form words. German Ur-instinkt
“basic instinct”, for example, is pronounced with a glottal stop after the Ur-, which can only occur in the
beginning of German words and morphemes, thus marking the word clearly as a compound (otherwise
the word could be parsed as Urin-stinkt “urine smells”.
A fourth point that is also generally disregarded in current approaches to automatic morpheme segmentation is that of cross-linguistic evidence. In many cases, the speakers of a given language may
themselves no longer be aware of the original morphological segmentation of some of their words, while
the comparison with closely related languages can still reveal it. If we have a potentially multi-morphemic
word in one language, for example, and only one of the two potential morphemes reﬂected as a normal
word in the other language, this is clear evidence that the potentially multi-morphemic word does, indeed,
consist of multiple morphemes.
4.1.5 Suggestions for solutions
Linguists regularly use multiple types of evidence when trying to understand the morphological composition of the words in a given language. If we want to advance the ﬁeld of automatic morpheme segmentation, it seems to me indispensable that we give up the idea of detecting the morphology of a language
just by looking at the distribution of letters across word forms. Instead, we should make use of semantic,
phonotactic, and comparative information.
Although one may think that it is diﬃcult to gather suﬃcient information on all these aspects, we are
currently building resources that could help in this task, including the Concepticon (List et al. 2016), a
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catalogue of meanings for cross-linguistic approaches, CLICS² (List et al. 2018), a database providing
information on cross-linguistic lexical associations, LingPy (List et al. 2018), a Python library that oﬀers
ways to model prosody in phonetic data, as well as oﬀering basic algorithms to compare words across
diﬀerent languages.
We should further give up the idea of designing universal morpheme segmentation algorithms, but
rather study which approach works best on which morphological type. How these aspects can be combined in a uniﬁed framework, however, is still not entirely clear to me; and this is also the reason why I
list automatic morpheme segmentation as the ﬁrst of my ten open problems in computational diversity
linguistics.
Even more important than the strategies for the solutions of the problem, however, is that we start
to work on extensive datasets for testing and training of new algorithms that seek to identify morpheme
boundaries on sparse data. As of now, no such datasets exist. Approaches like Morfessor were designed to identify morpheme boundaries in written languages, they barely work with phonetic transcriptions. But if we had the datasets for testing and training available, be it only some 20 or 40 languages
from diﬀerent language families, manually annotated by experts, segmented both with respect to the
phonetics and to the morphemes, this would allow us to investigate both existing and new approaches
much more profoundly, and I expect it could give a real boost to our discipline and greatly help us to
develop advanced solutions for the problem.

4.2 Automatic contact inference
The second task on my list of 10 open problems in computational diversity linguistics deals with detecting borrowings or language contact. The prototypical case of language contact would be lexical
borrowing. More complex cases involve semantic borrowing (calques). Even less well understood are
cases where speciﬁc aspects of grammar have been transferred. German has, for example, a certain
number of neuter nouns, all borrowed from Ancient Greek or Latin, in which the plural is built according
to (or inspired by) the Greek model: Lexikon has Lexika as plural, Komma has Kommata as plural, and
Kompositum has Komposita as plural. While these cases are spurious in German and thus rather harmless (as are the similar examples in English), there are other cases of language contact where scholars
not only suspect that plural forms have been borrowed along with the words (as in German), but that
entire paradigms and strategies of grammatical marking have been adopted by one language from a
neighboring variety as a result of close language contact.
4.2.1 Background on proposed methods
In principle, all algorithms for contact inference proposed so far make use of the strategies used in the
classical approaches. Thus, they infer or determine shared traits among two or more languages, and
then determine conﬂicts in these traits, taking geographical closeness and borrowability into account. In
contrast to classical approaches, which combine diﬀerent types of evidence, computational approaches
are usually restricted to one type.
The automatic methods proposed so far can be divided into three classes. The ﬁrst class employs
phylogeny-related conﬂicts to identify those traits whose evolution cannot be explained with a given phylogenetic tree, explaining the conﬂicts as resulting from contact. Examples include work where I was
involved myself (List et al. 2014, Nelson-Sathi et al. 2011), some early and interesting approaches
which did not receive too much attention (Minett and Wang 2003), or have been mostly forgotten by
now (Nakhleh et al. 2005), along with a recent study on grammatical features (Cathcart et al. 2018).
The second class uses techniques for automatic sequence comparison to search for similar words,
but not cognate words, across diﬀerent languages. Here, the most prominent examples include the
work by Ark et al. (2007), and later Mennecier et al. (2016), who searched for similar words among
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languages known to be not related. Further examples include the work by Boc et al. (2010) and Willems
et al. (2016), who experimented with tree reconciliation approaches, based on word trees derived from
sequence-alignment techniques. There is also an experimental study where I was again involved myself
(Hantgan and List forthcoming), in which we tried to identify borrowings by comparing two automatically
inferred similarities among words from related and unrelated languages: surface similarities, as reﬂected
by naive alignment algorithms, and deep similarities, reﬂected by advanced methods that take sound
correspondences into account (List 2014).
The third class searches for distribution-related conﬂicts by comparing the amount of shared words
within sublists of diﬀering degrees of borrowability. This class is best represented by Sergey Yakhontov’s (1926-2018) work on stable and unstable concept lists (Starostin 1991), which assumed that deep
historical relations should surface in those parts of the lexicon that are stable and resistant to borrowing,
while recent contact-induced relations would surface rather in those parts of the lexicon that are more
prone to borrowing. Yakhontov’s work was independently re-invented by Chén (1996), and McMahon
et al. (2005); but given how diﬃcult it turned out to distinguish concepts prone to borrowing from those
resistant to borrowing, it has been largely disregarded for some time now.
4.2.2 Problems of current solutions
All three classes of approaches discussed so far have certain shortcomings. Phylogeny-based inference of borrowing, for example, tends to drastically overestimate the number of borrowed traits, simply
because conﬂicts in a phylogeny can result from undetected borrowings in the data but they never need
to (see Appendix 1 of Morrison 2011 on causes of reticulation in biology, which has many parallels to
linguistics). Saying that all instances in which a dataset conﬂicts with a given phylogeny are borrowings
is therefore generally a bad idea. It can be used as a very rough heuristics to come up with potentially
wrongly annotated homologies in a dataset, which could then be checked again by experts, but deriving
stronger claims from it seems problematic.
While sequence comparison techniques applied to unrelated languages are basically safe in my
opinion, and the results are very reliable, unless one compares words that occur in all languages, such
as mama and papa (Jakobson 1960).
Using methods for tree reconciliation on individual word trees, calculated from word distances based
on phonetic alignment techniques or similar, yields the same problems of over-counting conﬂicts as we
get for phylogeny-based approaches to borrowing. The problem here is a general misunderstanding of
the concept diﬀerences between gene trees in biology, where surface similarity of gene sequences is
thought to reﬂect evolutionary history, and word trees in linguistics. While we can use qualitative methods
to draw a word tree for a given set of homologous words, the surface similarity among the words says
little, if anything, about their evolutionary history.
Attempts to distinguish borrowed from inherited traits with sublists have lost their popularity in most
recent studies. When properly applied, they might, indeed, provide some evidence in the search for
borrowings or deep homologies. So far, however, all stability rankings of concepts that have been proposed have been based on too small an amount of either concepts (we would need rankings for some
1,000 concepts at least), or languages from which the information was derived. If we could manage
to get reliable counts on some 1,000 concepts for a larger sample of the world’s languages, this might
greatly help our ﬁeld, as it would provide us with a starting point from which people could search (even
qualitatively) for borrowings in their data.
4.2.3 Why is borrowing detection diﬃcult?
Unless we witness them happening directly, most cases of borrowing are diﬃcult to demonstrate consistently. By comparison with lexical borrowing, however, the borrowing of grammar is probably the hardest
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to show, especially when dealing with abstract categories that could have actually emerged independently. The reason why borrowing is generally hard to deal with, not only in computational approaches,
is that detecting borrowing and demonstrating language contact presupposes that alternative explanations are all excluded, such as universal tendencies of language change (i.e., “convergent evolution” in
the biological sense), common inheritance, or simple chance.
While we need to exclude alternative possibilities to prove any of the four major types of similarities
(coincidental, natural, genealogical, or contact-induced, see List 2014: 55-57), we have a much harder
time in doing so when dealing with borrowings, because linguistics does not know even one procedure
for the identiﬁcation of borrowings. Instead, we resort to a mix of diﬀerent types of evidence, which are
qualitatively weighted and discussed by the experts. While historical linguistics has developed sophisticated techniques to show that language similarities are genealogical, it has not succeeded to reach the
same level of sophistication for the identiﬁcation of borrowings.
In this regard, techniques for contact detection are not much diﬀerent from other, more speciﬁc,
types of linguistic reconstruction, such as the “philological reconstruction” of ancient pronunciations
(Jarceva 1990, Sturtevant 1920), the reconstruction of detailed etymologies (Malkiel 1954), or the reconstruction of syntax (Willis 2011).
4.2.4 How humans detect borrowings
It is not easy to give an exhaustive and clear-cut overview of all of the qualitative methods that scholars
make use of in order to detect borrowings among languages. This is at least partially due to the nature
of “cumulative-evidence arguments” (Berg 1998: 66) —or arguments based on consilience (Whewell
1847, Wilson 1998) —which are always more diﬃcult to formalize than clear-cut procedures that yield
simple, binary results. Despite the diﬃculty in determining exact workﬂows, we can identify a couple of
proxies that scholars use to assess whether a given trait has been borrowed or not.
One important class of hints are conﬂicts with possible genealogical explanations. A ﬁrst type of
conﬂict is represented by similarities shared among unrelated or distantly related languages. Since
English mountain is reﬂected only in English, with similar words only in Romance, we could take this as
evidence that the English word was borrowed. Since these conﬂicts arise from the supposed phylogeny
of the languages under consideration, we can speak of phylogeny-related arguments for interference.
A second conﬂict involves the traits themselves, most prominently observed in the case of irregular
sound correspondence patterns. German Damm, for example, is related to English dam, but since the
expected correspondence for cognates between English and German would yield a German reﬂex Tamm
(as it is still reﬂected in Old High German, see Kluge 2002), we can take this as evidence that the modern
German term was borrowed Pfeifer (1993). We can call these cases trait-related arguments for contact.
In addition to observations of conﬂicts, two further types of evidence are of great importance for
inferring contact. The ﬁrst one is areal proximity, and the second one is the assumed borrowability of
traits. Given that language contact requires the direct contact of speakers of diﬀerent languages, it is
self-evident that geographical proximity, including proximity by means of travel routes, is a necessary
argument when proposing contact relations between diﬀerent varieties.
Furthermore, since direct evidence conﬁrms that linguistic interference does not act to the same
degree on all levels of linguistic organisation, the notion of borrowability also plays an important role.
Although scholars tend to have diﬀerent opinions about the concept, most would probably agree with
the borrowability scale proposed by Aikhenvald (2007: 5), which ranges from “inﬂectional morphology”
and “core vocabulary”, representing aspects resistant to borrowing, up to “discourse structure” and
the “structure of idioms”, representing aspects that are easy to borrow. How core vocabulary can be
deﬁned, and how the borrowability of individual concepts can be determined and ranked, however, has
been subject to controversial discussions (Lee and Sagart 2008, Starostin 1995, Tadmor 2009, Zenner
et al. 2014).
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4.2.5 Suggestions for solutions
Assuming that currently we have no realistic way to operationalize arguments based on consilience,
there is no direct hope to have a fully automatic method for detecting borrowings any time soon. By
developing promising existing methods further, however, there is a hope that we can learn a lot more
about borrowing processes in the world’s languages. What is needed here are, of course, the data that
we need in order to apply the methods.
In addition to the above-mentioned automatic approaches for borrowing detection, so far, nobody
has tried to use trait-related conﬂicts to infer borrowings. Since these are usually considered to be quite
reliable by experts in historical linguistics, it seems inevitable to work in this direction as well, if we want
to tackle the problem of consistent automatic detection of borrowing. Here, my recently proposed framework for a consistent handling and identiﬁcation of patterns of sound correspondences across multiple
languages (List 2019), could deﬁnitely be useful, although it will again be challenging to ﬁnd the right
balance of parameters and interpretation, since not all conﬂicts in sound correspondences necessarily
result from borrowings.
Whether it will be possible to identify even the direction of borrowings, when developing these methods further, is an open question. Borrowability accounts might help here, but again, since no clear-cut
strategies are being used by scholars, it is diﬃcult to formalize any of the existing qualitative approaches.
The greatest challenge will perhaps consist in the creation of a database of known borrowings that could
assist digital linguists in testing and training new approaches.

4.3 Automatic sound law induction
The last problem I want to discuss in this context is a problem that my not even be considered as a
true problem in computational historical linguistics, as it has usually been overlooked greatly, and only
indirectly been discussed by colleagues. This problem, which I call the automatic induction of sound
laws, can be summarized as follows: starting from a list of words in a proto-language and their reﬂexes
in a descendant language, try to ﬁnd the rules by which the ancestral language is converted into the
descendant language. Note that under rules, in this context, I understand the classical notation that
phonologists and historical linguists use in order to convert a source sound in a target sound in a speciﬁc
environment. They are similar to a regular expression in computer science, but they diﬀer in the scope
and the rules for annotation. Normally, they pick one sound in the proto-language (or what phonologists
call the underlying sound in the synchronic description of a language) and show how this sound is converted to another sound (including that the sound may be lost) by applying some kind of conditioning
context. The notation in historical linguistics can thus be summarized as follows:
sP > sD /ep _ef ea

(1)

Here, sP represents the sound in the proto-language, sD the sound in the descendant language,
and _ represents the position of sP in the description of the environment, which can be divided into the
preceding environment ep , the following environment ef , and what I call the abstract environment ea ,
which refers to suprasegmental properties, like stress or tone. Note that linguists do not necessarily
follow this schema completely. If one type of context cannot be observed, they will consequently drop
it, but they may also use additional ways to encode conditioning context, making use of annotations on
syllables, using abstract symbols that are supposed to represent classes of sounds instead of concrete
sounds, and they may even provide annotations by which a class of sounds in the ancestor language
changes into a class of sounds in the descendant language.
It is not the right place to have a complete discussion about the consistency of the annotation practice for sound change. All that needs to be emphasized here is that we expect a certain amount of inconsistency and also incomparability in the linguistic literature, due to the ad-hoc nature in which these
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formulas are normally used, and the fact that classes of sounds rather than concrete sounds are often
presented.
Note also that the use of the term induction in this context was deliberately done, as it reﬂects the
prototype of induction, when following the original framework of Peirce (Peirce 1931/1958), since the
original state of a phenomenon is given, as well as the later state, and the task is to ﬁnd the rules by
which the original state was converted to the later state (see also List 2014). While most enterprises
in historical linguistics can be seen as reﬂecting abduction, the mode of reasoning, by which one starts
from a given result state, and the knowledge of processes, to abduce the initial state as well as the rules
which which the initial state was turned into the result state (ibid.), the task of ﬁnding the sound laws that
turned a proto-language into a descendant language, is a clear case of induction in historical linguistics.
4.3.1 Background on computational approaches to sound laws
To my knowledge, the question of how to induce sound laws from data on proto- and descendant language has barely been addressed so far by scholars in concrete. What comes closest to the problem
are attempts to model sound change from known ancestral languages, such as Latin, to daughter languages, such as Spanish, as reﬂected, for example, in the PHONO program (Hartmann 2003), where
one can insert data for a proto-language along with a set of sound change rules, which need to be ordered, and then check if they correctly predict the descendant forms. Another class of approaches are
word prediction experiments, such as the one by Ciobanu and Dinu (2018) (but see also Bodt and List
2019), in which training data consisting of the source and the target language are used to create a model
which is then successively applied to more data, in order to test how well this model predicts target words
from the source words. Since the model itself is not reported in these experiments, but only used, in form
of a black box, to predict new words, the task cannot be considered as the same as the task for sound
law induction that I propose as one of my ten challenges for computational historical linguistics, given
that we are interested in a method that explicitly returns the model in order to allow linguists to inspect it.
4.3.2 Problems of current solutions
Given that virtually no current solutions virtually exist, it seems useless to point to problems of current
solutions. What I want to mention in this context, however, are the problems of the solutions presented
for word prediction experiment, be they fed by manual data on sound changes (Hartmann 2003), or
based on inference procedures (Ciobanu and Dinu 2018, Dekker 2018). While manual solutions like
PHONO suﬀer from the fact that they are tedious to apply, given that linguists have to present all sound
changes in their data in an ordered fashion, with the program converting them step by step (not allowing for simultaneous changes to take place), the word prediction approaches suﬀer from poor feature
design. The method by Ciobanu and Dinu (2018), for example, is based on orthographic data alone,
using the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm for sequence alignment (Needleman and Wunsch 1970), and
the approach by Dekker (2018) only allows for the use for the limited alphabet of 40 symbols proposed
by the ASJP project (Holman et al. 2008). In addition to a poor representation of linguistic sound sequences, be it by resorting to abstract orthography or to abstract reduced phonetic alphabets, none of
the methods can handle those kinds of contexts which I labelled as abstract in Equation 1. But we know
well that abstract contexts are vital for certain aspects of sound change, with Verner’s law being one of
the most prominent examples (Verner 1877).
4.3.3 Why is automatic sound law induction diﬃcult?
The handling of the abstract context types mentioned in the paragraph before is in my opinion also the
reason why sound law induction is so diﬃcult, not only for machines, but also for humans. In addition,
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the context by preceding or following environment is also tricky, since it not necessarily points to the ﬁrst
preceding or the ﬁrst following segment, but may well relate to contexts of longer distance (such as we
notice for phenomena like vowel harmony). As an additional problem of handling linguistic context, there
is the problem of the systemic aspect of sound change, which often reﬂects in situations where not only
one sound in a language changes in a certain environment, but instead full classes of sounds. Thus,
in Spanish, for example, all voiced stops are subjected to fricativization when occurring intervocalically,
while in German Auslautverhärtung, all voiced stops are devoiced and aspirated. Terms like fricativization and devoicing point to the change of a feature rather than the direct change of one sound symbol
being replaced by another one. Resorting to feature explanations has the advantage of reducing the
number of rules needed to explain sound change phenomena (thus increasing their parsimony), while
at the same time allowing to back up the list of observed phenomena by more concrete evidence. If, for
example, there was only one instance of the sound [ɣ] occurring intervocalically in a language, with no
instances of intervocalic [g], but plenty examples of [v] (with lack of intervocalic [b]) and [ð] (with lack
of intervocalic [d]), inducing a rule like fricativization would not suﬀer from lack of evidence for the case
of g > ɣ. On the contrary, the argument would be completed by the single case of velar fricativization.
When taken in isolation, however, one would have to reject the argument for the fricativization of the
voiced velar, since the evidence would look only spurious at best.
To summarize these points, the diﬃculties in handling conditioning context in sound law induction
lie in the nature of conditioning context in linguistics, going beyond a simple notion of preceding or following sound as type of context, along with the existence of non-linear, “abstract” context, reﬂected in
suprasegmental phenomena, and the problem of data sparseness in all cases where systemic processes
are at work, which apply to classes of sounds, rather than to single sound units.
4.3.4 How humans detect sound laws
Given that there are only a few examples in the literature, where scholars have tried to provide detailed
lists of sound changes from proto- to descendant language (Baxter 1992, Chén 1996), with most of
these contributions not even checking whether their sound changes would be successfully applied, it is
diﬃcult to assess what humans usually do in order to detect sound laws. What is clear is that historical
linguists who have been working a lot on linguistic reconstruction tend to acquire a very good intuition
that helps them to quickly check sound laws applied to word forms in their head and convert the output
forms. This ability is developed in a learning-by-doing fashion, with no speciﬁc techniques ever being
discussed in the classroom, reﬂecting the general tendency in historical linguistics to trust that students
will learn how to become a good linguist from examples, sooner or later (Schwink 1994: 29). For this
reason, it is diﬃcult to take inspiration from current practice in historical linguistics in order to develop
computer-assisted approaches to solve this task.
4.3.5 Proposed solutions
The solution that I propose is a radically new model of sound sequences in historical linguistics. The idea
for this enhanced sequence modeling was originally developed to handle prosodic context in phonetic
alignments (List 2014: 130-133), by representing one sequence (a word or morpheme) not only by its
sounds in form of transcriptions, but by additional sequences that would encode for the prosodic environment. That this idea could be further expanded was then shown in a toy application that would show
how conditioning context that would change Proto-Germanic *p to German [p], [pf], and [f] could be
inferred (List and Chacon 2015). The solution proposed here is called multi-tiered sequence representation, and the basic idea is to represent phonetic context by representing a sound sequence in a matrix
in which each type of context can be represented in diﬀerent degrees of abstraction in a row aligned to
the original sequence, such as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Proto-Germanic *swerd- in multi-tiered sequence representation.
In Figure 4, I have furthermore tried to display how diﬀerent contexts can be derived for one single
segment in a given sound sequence. The chief idea of this procedure is to avoid any unrealistic modeling
of a sound sequence with help of, for example, bi-, tri-, or n-grams, by allowing for a representation of
phonetic context in a consistent form on each single segment of sound sequence.
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Figure 4: Sources for context displayed in multi-tiered sequence representations.
Once context is handled in such a way, one could start to systematically search for those contexts
which allow for a unique conversion of a proto-sound in a descendant sound, and would thus yield unambiguous results. How this search is being carried out in concrete is another question, but an exhaustive
listing and checking may be suﬃcient for initial experiments.
One problem, however, remains in this context: the handling of systematic aspects of sound change.
While it may be straightforward to expand the multi-tiered sequence annotation along these lines, we
are stuck in this respect, as long as there is not full-ﬂedged feature system that we can trust in historical
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linguistics. Given that attempts to provide a cross-linguistic phonetic transcription system that is more
explicit than IPA and represented by some rough feature model have shown how easily the number
of possible sounds attested in diﬀerent datasets increases, with more than 8000 distinct sounds being
reﬂected in the bigger datasets (Anderson et al. forthcoming), it is clear that we are only beginning to
understand how to handle linguistic complexity in a suﬃcient, computer-assisted manner.

5 Outlook
This paper is an attempt to raise problems in historical linguistics that have so far not been suﬃciently
addressed in computational approaches. By providing a list of 10 problems I consider challenging but not
impossible to resolve, I have tried to instigate a discussion in our ﬁeld that would hopefully leave to future
solutions of these and many other problems that I have not discussed in this context. Furthermore, by
illustrating how initial solutions could be found for three problems, I have tried to show how we could proﬁt
from a computer-assisted framework for problem solving, by starting from a close inspection of available
solutions for problems in the classical, qualitative literature in order to then use existing solutions from
other parts of science to come up with computer-assisted ways to address the problems in our own ﬁeld.
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